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Abstract

This thesis is a comparative study between Far Cry 3 (2012), Overwatch (2016) and Horizon 
Zero Dawn (2017) to determine how game developers appropriate minority cultures in 
character design. The character designs are compared to the cultures of origin to determine 
whether they have been appropriated and to what extent. Far Cry 3 appropriates Maori and 
Samoan cultures, Horizon Zero Dawn appropriates native American cultures, and Overwatch 
appropriates both Maori and native American cultures. Appropriation leads to stereotypes 
which may influence the way the audience regard and understand the real world.

Keywords: Computer games, character design, cultural appropriation, cultural exploitation, 



Abstrakt

Denna rapport är en komparativ studie mellan Far Cry 3 (2012), Overwatch (2016) och 
Horizon Zero Dawn (2017) för att avgöra hur spelutvecklare approprierar minoritetskulturer i 
karaktärsdesign. Karaktärsdesignerna jämförs med ursprungskulturerna för att avgöra om de 
har blivit approprierade och hur mycket. Far Cry 3 approprierar Maori- och Samoakulturer, 
Horizon Zero Dawn approprierar ursprungsamerikanska kulturer, och Overwatch approprierar
både Maori- och ursprungsamerikanska kulturer. Appropriering leder till stereotyper som kan 
påverka hur publiken uppfattar och förstår den verkliga världen.

Nyckelord: datorspel, karaktärsdesign, kulturell appropriering, kulturell exploatering
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Terminology

AAA game: AAA is a term for games with high development budgets, high levels of 
promotion and often high profits (Schultz 2017).

Cultural appropriation: Cultural appropriation is defined as a culture taking elements from 
another culture, without permission, and using these elements outside their original context 
(The Concise Oxford Companion to English Literature 2007).

Majority culture: Also called dominant culture, this is a culture which is able through 
economic or political power to impose its values and languages on a subordinate culture. This 
can be through legal or political suppression, or by monopolizing the media of communication
(A Dictionary of Sociology 1998).

Minority culture: A minority culture is defined as a subordinate group whose members have 
significantly less control or power over their lives than members of a dominant or majority 
group. This group does not have to be a mathematical minority, and they often have 
distinguished physical or cultural traits, receive unequal treatment and are aware of their 
subordination (Schaefer 1993).

Power: In this thesis, power is referred to as political, social and economical power, amongst 
other similar factors, which determine how much influence a culture has in these different 
areas. 



1 Introduction

Gaming is a popular hobby for people of all ages around the world, and it is growing 
exponentially. Like any other media, the stories and messages games convey affect their 
audience in the way they think and view the world. False information in media such as 
stereotypes can lead to the audience being unable to distinguish this false information from 
true information in real life (Burgess et al. 2011).

A common issue in games is cultural appropriation, which is when a majority culture takes 
elements from a minority culture without permission or compensation, and takes these 
elements outside their original context. Cultural appropriation often lead to false information 
such as stereotypes, which lead to a poor understanding of other cultures and their tradition. 
The worst case scenario when an item is appropriated is that the cultural value of this item is 
lost forever as the item becomes generic. 

This thesis thus looks at cultural appropriation in three AAA games released during the past 
five years; Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft Montreal 2012), Overwatch (Blizzard 2016) and Horizon Zero 
Dawn (Guerrilla Games 2017). These games are made by studios based in the US or Europe 
and appropriate minority cultures in their character design. 

The purpose of this thesis is to answer the question of how minority cultures are appropriated 
through character design in games. To answer this question, the appropriation found in Far 
Cry 3, Overwatch and Horizon Zero Dawn is compared with artifacts from the cultures of 
origin. The appropriation in the games is compared to each other, to examine the different 
ways game developers appropriate minority cultures. 
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2 Background

Since the dawn of civilization, when cultures meet they trade ideas, values and art, but not all 
of these exchanges are equal. 

Cultural appropriation happens when a dominant culture takes elements from a subordinate 
culture and uses these elements outside their original context. The term is most often used to 
describe Western appropriation of non-Western cultures, and carries implications of 
colonialism and exploitation (The Concise Oxford Companion to English Literature 2007).

A common example of cultural appropriation in present time is the use of native American 
war bonnets by people who are non-native. War bonnets are worn by native American 
warriors who have earned the privilege of wearing a bonnet. Every time the warrior 
accomplishes a great deed he receives an eagle feather, and the war bonnet is only worn 
during war or special ceremonies (Kilroy-Ewbank n.d).

In modern days, war bonnets are used by non-natives as a fashion accessory similar to a purse
or a pair of sunglasses. Fashion magazines and brands like Vogue and Victoria’s Secret have 
used war bonnets in promotional material without regards for the original purpose of the 
bonnets. The fashion company Dolls Kill have also sold a piece called Fringed Feather 
Headpiece, formerly called Battle Feather Headdress (Cowles 2012; Huffpost 2010; The 
Huffington Post Canada 2014).

This appropriation of minority cultures exists not only in real life fashion and design, but also 
in media such as movies, music, books and games. 

For example, Johnny Depp’s character Tonto in The Lone Ranger is native American. Johnny 
Depp has dubiously stated that he is of Cherokee descent, however, the Cherokee Nation does
not recognize him as a member. Furthermore, Tonto is depicted in a stereotypical way with his
broken sentences, his ability to communicate with animals and his inaccurate costume design 
(Breznican 2011; Rothman 2013; Keene 2012).

Cultural appropriation of elements from minority cultures often lead to stereotypes and 
caricatures of these people. This can lead to a bigger gaps between minority and majority 
cultures, which result in more appropriation and stereotypes. Minority cultures are often 
viewed as something from the past, while in reality these cultures are still alive and practiced 
today. By treating them as being part of history they and their struggles in present times are 
erased. By using elements and items from minority cultures outside their original context the 
cultural value of these elements are reduced, or lost forever (Scafidi 2005; Aden 2013).

Studies show that false information in media lead to the inability to distinguish between these 
associations and real life ones. For example, black men are often shown as being aggressive 
and hypermasculine in games. This may lead to players thinking that this is the truth for all 
black men, both in media and in real life. The problem is that games, and all media, may 
shape reality by being a source of information. Due to the persuasive power of false 
information in fiction, this information may shape gamers’ thoughts, feelings and behaviors 
(Burgess et al. 2011).

Examples of cultural appropriation in games are common both in older and newer titles, yet 
the former have been more examined in academic studies (Leonard 2006). To understand 
game designers and players’ viewpoint on cultural appropriation, newer titles must be 
examined as they are released. Only by investigating current media can an understanding be 
reached of how cultural appropriation in games appear today.
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3 Previous Work

Richard A. Rogers writes in his article From Cultural Exchange to Transculturation: A 
Review and Reconceptualization of Cultural Appropriation that cultural appropriation can be 
divided into four different categories. These are cultural exchange, cultural dominance, 
cultural exploitation and transculturation. Cultural exchange is the exchange of artifacts and 
symbols between cultures with roughly equal power. Cultural dominance is when a minority 
culture uses elements from a dominant culture which has been forced upon them. Cultural 
exploitation is when a dominant culture takes elements from a minority culture without 
permission or compensation. Transculturation is cultural elements created from and/or by 
multiple cultures, in a way that makes the identification of a single culture of origin 
impossible. He suggests that cultural appropriation is inescapable, but that all acts of 
appropriation are not equal. It depends on the degree of (in)voluntariness, (in)equality, 
(im)balance and (im)purity in each case of appropriation (Rogers 2006).

Regardless of what type of appropriation is being committed, the main issue is a lack of credit
or appreciation of the original culture. In the book Who Owns Culture?: Appropriation and 
authenticity in American law, Susan Scafidi writes that outsiders are often drawn to products 
inspired by cultures other than their own, but that they seldom recognize or appreciate the 
cultural sources. The author suggests that intellectual property provides the best analogy to 
cultural products. Both include intangible ideas which are vulnerable to theft by copying. 
According to American copyright law, the copyright of ideas is impossible. It is only when 
these ideas have become tangible through a medium that they can be copyrighted. The worst 
case scenario when an item or an element is appropriated is that the cultural value of that 
element becomes lost forever as the item becomes generic (Scafidi 2005).

As Scafidi (2005) mentions, outsiders are often tempted to use elements from cultures other 
than their own, which is often considered offensive by the culture of origin. However, James 
O. Young suggests in his article Profound Offense and Cultural Appropriation that to 
determine whether a work of art is offensive, one must also determine whether or not this 
work of art has any social value. He also writes that when outsiders appropriate elements from
a minority culture they must recognize and acknowledge the source of these elements. This is 
especially true if the minority culture lack opportunities to express themselves. Young 
suggests that if an act of appropriation is offensive to a small number of people but widely 
tolerated, this act can be tolerated without any repercussions. However, if an act of cultural 
appropriation is not tolerated within a minority culture, but tolerated by people outside this 
culture, the voices of the appropriated minority weigh heavier (Young 2005).

Karen E. Dill et al. suggests that stories told by the media include messages about race, sex 
and age, in Violence, Sex, Race and Age in Popular Video Games: A Content Analysis. These 
messages are often violent and describe, in terms of race, sex and age, who is the aggressor 
and who is the victim. She writes that video games are mostly populated by white male adults 
and that females, minorities and seniors are grossly underrepresented. The most common non-
white characters who appear are either black, Latino or Middle Eastern. She writes that mass 
media normalizes stereotypes and facilitate behaviors. Games commonly show white men as 
heroes and minorities and women as victims. Dill suggests that people who are exposed to 
these images will accept them as truths (Dill et al. 2005).

Similarly to this, Melinda C. R. Bugress et al. writes about the connection between 
experiencing stereotypes in games and perceiving these stereotypes as being true in real life, 
in the article Playing With Prejudice: The Prevalence and Consequence of Racial Stereotypes 
in Video Games. She suggests that those who are exposed to false information in games, such 
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as stereotypes, may experience difficulties with monitoring reality and may believe that these 
stereotypes are true in real life. This false information is likely to alter gamers’ thoughts, 
feelings and behaviors (Burgess et al. 2011).

According to David J. Leonard, games provide their predominantly white creators and players
an opportunity to become the other. These games play on white fantasies while affirming 
white privilege through virtual play. This ties into Scafidi’s (2005) theory that outsiders are 
drawn to cultures other than their own. In Leonard’s article Not a Hater, Just Keepin’  [sic] It 
Real, he mentions that most of the studies done on games regarding race and gender has not 
yet moved to thorough analysis of power, privilege or racial issues (Leonard 2006).

Explicit examples of cultural appropriation are common when searching player forums and 
blog posts, but rare in academic texts. The examples which can be found are often older ones, 
from the 1990s and early 2000s. Some of the games mentioned by Leonard (2006) are Grand 
Theft Auto III (DMA Design 2001), Dynasty Warriors (Omega Force 1997) and Madden NFL
2004 (EA Tiburon Budcat 2003).

In order to continue the debate on cultural appropriation in games newer examples must be 
examined. This is needed to investigate which direction cultural appropriation in games is 
taking and whether game developers are becoming more or less culturally sensitive in their 
designs. 
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4 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to critically examine and compare the cultural appropriation 
found in Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft Montreal 2012), Overwatch (Blizzard 2016) and Horizon Zero 
Dawn (Guerrilla Games 2017). 

By comparing examples of cultural appropriation in these games with artifacts from the 
appropriated cultures, this thesis examines the different ways game developers borrow 
elements from cultures other than their own. This thesis also looks at responses from players 
by examining forums and blog posts regarding cultural appropriation in these games. 

This study intends to provide insight into how game developers from America and Europe 
appropriate minority cultures by taking elements from them and using these elements outside 
their original context.

The goal of this thesis is to answer the following question:

How are minority cultures appropriated through character design in games?

4. 1 Limitations of the study

This thesis only looks at three AAA games released during the past five years with strong 
focus on character design. This includes primarily the visual aspect, but also personality, 
background story and character abilities. 

The chosen games were developed by major companies based in America and Europe, but 
borrow elements and aspects from minority cultures. 

Far Cry 3 has drawn inspiration from Maori and Samoan cultures in its character design, the 
characters Pharah and Roadhog from Overwatch have outfits based on Pacific northwest 
native American and Maori culture respectively, and Horizon Zero Dawn’s protagonist is 
inspired by native American cultures.

This study could have been based on interviews conducted by the author with the game 
developers behind Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft Montreal 2012), Overwatch (Blizzard 2016) or Horizon 
Zero Dawn (Guerrilla Games 2017). This would provide insight into the developer’s thought 
process when creating the chosen characters. However, there is not enough time during this 
project to conduct these interviews.
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5 Method

This thesis is a comparative study of the cultural appropriation found in the character design 
in Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft Montreal 2012), Overwatch (Blizzard 2016) and Horizon Zero Dawn 
(Guerilla Games 2017).

The cultural appropriation in the games is examined by comparing elements found in the 
character design with elements from the culture of origin. By comparing the character designs
with the cultures of origin it is possible to determine whether the culture has been 
appropriated and to what extent. 

Elements of character design are for example clothing, tattoos/makeup and hairstyles. These 
elements are the most visual aspects of character design, and are some of the aspects a player 
is most likely to immediately notice. Similarly, these aspects are often the most iconic and 
recognizable in traditional outfits from various cultures. 

The character design is examined to determine whether the developers recognize or appreciate
the sources of the cultural elements, as this is an important step in avoiding cultural 
appropriation. Both the developers of Far Cry 3, Overwatch and Horizon Zero Dawn have 
been interviewed by games journalists regarding their design process around character design.
These interviews are examined to provide insight into the developers’ thought process when 
creating these characters, and to determine whether they recognize the source of their 
inspiration.

The games are compared to each other to examine the different ways they appropriate 
minority cultures. Each case of appropriation is divided into one of the four categories of 
cultural appropriation, as determined by Rogers (2006). These categories are: 

 Cultural exchange: This is the exchange of artifacts and symbols between cultures of 
roughly equal power. 

 Cultural dominance: This is when a minority culture uses elements from a dominant 
culture which has been forced upon them. 

 Cultural exploitation: This is when a dominant culture takes elements from a minority 
culture without permission or compensation. 

 Transculturation: This is cultural elements created from and/or by multiple cultures, in
a way that makes the identification of a single culture of origin impossible.

Responses from players are also examined as they provide insight into how this cultural 
appropriation in games is received by those who play them. When a new game is released, 
blogs and forums are filled with posts by players who want to share their opinion on the 
game. These posts often lead to important discussions on topics such as cultural appropriation,
and it is not uncommon that game developers release press statements in response to these 
posts. In some cases, developers even change their games in response to players’ opinions 
(McWhertor 2016).

A different approach to examining the cultures of origin in each case of appropriation would 
be to interview the game developers about their design process. This would give insight into 
what cultures the developers drew inspiration from, what elements they chose to use and how 
they chose this. However, because of the scope of this thesis, conducting interviews is not 
possible.
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5.1 Data gathering

The character designs in the games are examined by studying screenshots of the characters in 
question. Research about cultural appropriation and its effects are gathered from research 
databases such as Uppsala University’s online library and Google Scholar. Information about 
specific minority cultures is primarily gathered from online museum collections such as the 
Museum of New Zealand and the Portland Art Museum. Responses from players are found on
player regulated forums, such as reddit.com and GameFAQs.com.
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6 Results

Below follows the results of comparing the characters from the chosen games with the 
appropriated cultures. 

6.1 Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft Montreal 2012)

Far Cry 3 is a single player action adventure game developed by Ubisoft Montreal and 
published by Ubisoft. The player takes on the role of Jason Brody, a twenty five year old man 
from the US who goes on a vacation with his friends to a tropical island. However, they are 
kidnapped by pirates, and Jason must fight his way through them to be able to save himself 
and his friends (Ubisoft Montreal 2012).

6.1.1 Jason Brody

Jason Brody is the main character of the game and the character the player controls. He is a 
twenty five year old white man from the US who ends up stranded on a tropical island. His 
goal is to fight his way through hordes of pirates in order to save himself, and his friends.

This island, Rook Island, is a fictional island located somewhere in the Pacific Islands area. 
The native islanders speak with Maori dialects, greeting the player with kia ora, which means 
hello or good luck in Maori (Maori Dictionary, a n.d).

Fig 1. Screenshot of a native in Far Cry 3. Image source: Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft Montreal
2012)

Most of the islanders have Maori features and tattoos similar to the traditional Maori tattoos 
(Boyer 2012).
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Fig 2. A Maori man with traditional facial tattos. Image source: Zealandtattoo.co.nz, a
n.d

Fig 3. Jason Brody, the main character in Far Cry 3. Image source: Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft
Montreal 2012)

During the beginning of the game, Jason receives a tattoo on his left arm. The character who 
gives him this tattoo tells him that it is a sign that Jason is special and has the soul of a 
warrior. When the player completes missions, collects artifacts, unlocks skills and reaches 
other milestones, more and more elements are added to the tattoo. The tattoo enhances Jason’s
physical abilities such as his strength, speed, intelligence and stamina. Whenever the tattoo is 
upgraded, the new elements appear with a glowing light (Ubisoft Montral 2012).
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Fig 4. Jason Brody’s fully upgraded tattoo, as it appears in the skill menu. Image source:
Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft Montreal 2012)

Maori people consider the head to be the most sacred part of the body, which is why it is the 
most popular place to get tattooed within their culture. The facial tattoos shows a person’s 
social status, for example how many times a man has been married, his job or his rank in the 
tribe. Maori tattoos are a rite of passage for Maori people, and the tattooing begins during 
adolescence (Zealandtattoo.co.nz, a n.d).

Many of the native people of Rook Island have these facial tattoos, implying that they are of 
Maori descent.

However, Jason’s tattoos are more similar to Samoan tattoos, which can cover the arms, legs, 
and stomach. Maori tattoos are typically more abstract, with lines, spirals and hooks being 
common motifs, while Samoan tattoos are more inspired by real life objects and animals. As 
for Maori people, these tattoos are a rite of passage for Samoan males, and the tattoos are 
associated with creating a defense for the body, as well as making it beautiful. These tattoos 
symbolizes inner strength and resilience, and empower the wearer (Teara: The Encyclopedia 
of New Zealand, a n.d, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, a n.d).
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Fig 5. Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson, whose mother is of Samoan descent. Each part of
his tattoo has a unique meaning and is based on a part of his life. Image source: Body Art

Guru n.d.

6.2 Overwatch (Blizzard 2016)

Overwatch is a multiplayer game developed and released by Blizzard Entertainment in 2016. 
In the game, the player controls one of several heroes with different abilities in competitive 
six person teams. The goal of a match is to capture an objective and defeat the enemy team 
(Blizzard 2016a).

At launch, Overwatch featured a roster of twenty one different heroes for players to chose 
from. Jeff Kaplan, the game director and vice president of Blizzard Entertainment, has stated 
that the goal when creating the heroes in the game was to make as many people feel included 
and welcomed as possible. This included the heroes’ background stories and their country of 
origin. The diversity in the game was a byproduct of inclusivity and open-mindedness from 
the development team. This diversity has been praised by some and criticized by others 
(Kaplan 2017).

Overwatch includes in-game items such as skins (outfits), voice lines and emotes (character 
animations), which can be used to customize the heroes (Blizzard 2017).

6.2.1 Pharah

One of the playable characters in Overwatch is an Egyptian woman with the code name 
Pharah. She has thirteen unlockable skins, plus her default one. Of these skins, two have 
similarities with the Egyptian god Anubis. These skins are called Anubis and Jackal (Blizzard 
2016b).

Anubis is a god of death in Egyptian mythology and is frequently portrayed as a jackal or a 
man with the head of a jackal. He is an important god within Egyptian mythology as he ferries
the souls of the dead to the afterlife realm as well as judged these souls (Britannica Academic 
2017).
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Fig 6. The Egyptian god Anubis. Image source: Britannia Academic 2017

Fig 7. Pharah’s skins Anubis (left) and Jackal (right). Image source: Overwatch
(Blizzard 2016)

Figure 7 depicts Pharah’s skins Anubis and Jackal, and figure 6 shows a depiction of the god 
Anubis weighing the soul of a dead man. Comparing Pharah’s skins with depictions of Anubis
shows the jackal’s head echoed in Pharah’s helmet, which is shown in close up in figure 8. It 
also shows a similarity in colors, primarily black and gold, which represents death and the 
gods. White symbolizes purity and power in ancient Egypt (Mark 2017).
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Fig 8. Close up on Pharah’s Anubis helmet. Image source: Overwatch (Blizzard 2016)

Pharah also has two skins which have similarities with Pacific Northwest tribal cultures. This 
includes tribes such as Eyak, Tlingit, Haida and Tsimshian. These two skins are called 
Thunderbird and Raindancer. 

Fig 9. Pharah’s skins Raindancer (left) and Thunderbird (right). Image source:
Overwatch (Blizzard 2016)

The name Thunderbird comes from the mythological creature with the same name. This giant 
bird was said to be responsible for the sound of thunder, and in some cases lightning as well, 
and is a widespread myth among native Americans. Raindancer is a reference to the rain 
dances performed by native American tribes (The Oxford Companion to World Mythology 
2005; Native Net n.d).
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Fig 10. A chief’s headdress from the area around Vancouver Island, Canada, ca. 1949.
Image source: Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian n.d

Fig 11. Mask by a Tsimshian artist, ca. 1920. Image source: Portland Art Museum n.d

Figure 9 depicts Pharah’s skins Raindancer and Thunderbird, and figure 10 and 11 depicts 
masks from Vancouver Island and Tsimshian respectively. Comparing the skins with artifacts 
from the cultures of origin reveals a striking similarity in patterns and colors. Northwest 
Pacific natives make use of bold colors, clear lines and exaggerated features in their artwork, 
which is echoed in Pharah’s skins. 

The animal motifs are recurrent in Pharah’s skins as well; both on her chest, arms, shoulders 
and her helmet (which she holds under her right arm in figure 9). The usage of red, white and 
black is especially prominent in Eyak artworks. 
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6.2.2 Roadhog

Another hero in Overwatch is an Australian man called Roadhog. He has thirteen unlockable 
skins, plus his default one. 

Two of Roadhog’s skins have similarities to traditional Maori, Samoan or Pacific Islander 
apparel; the Toa and Islander skins. The name Islander may hint at the skins being inspired by 
Pacific Islander cultures, and the word toa means brave, warrior or man in Maori (Maori 
Dictionary, b n.d).

Furthermore, Roadhog’s real name is Mako, which is also the name of a shark species found 
around the Pacific Islands. The word mako comes from Maori and means shark. Roadhog has 
two other skins called Mako and Sharkbait, in which he wears masks based on sharks, which 
are references to this (Maori Dictionary, c n.d).

Fig 12. Roadhog’s skins Toa (left) and Islander (right). Image source: Overwatch
(Blizzard 2016)
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Fig 13. Traditional Maori mask, ca 1500. Image source: Museum of New Zealand Te
Papa Tongarewa, c n.d

Fig 14. Traditional Maori tattoos. Image source: Zealandtattoo.co.nz, b n.d

Figure 12 depicts Roadhog’s skins Islander and Toa, and Figure 13 and 14 depicts a traditional
Maori mask and Maori tattoos respectively. Comparing these photographs to Roadhog’s skins 
shows a similarity between the mask he wears and the traditional real-life counterpart. The 
mask share the same exaggerated features, specifically the wide mouth, outstretched tongue 
and big nose. 
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Roadhog’s Islander and Toa skins also feature intricate tattoos, similar to the traditional Maori
tattoos. However, these traditional tattoos typically only stretch from the waist to the knees. 
Roadhog’s tattoos in the Islander skin stretch from his shoulders to his feet, and the Toa skin 
has tattoos from stomach to feet.  

The large accessory similar to a necklace around Roadhog’s neck is most likely based on a 
taumi, an item worn in battle by chiefs in Tahiti. These taumis are traditionally made from 
plant fibres, hair and shark teeth (Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, d n.d).

Roadhog wears a braided kilt, which is a stylized version of the kilts or waist garments the 
Maori people traditionally wear. These are traditionally made from plant fibers, and the 
colorful textile border is also an iconic Maori feature (Teara: The Encyclopedia of New 
Zealand, b n.d).

Furthermore, the hook Roadhog carries as a weapon may be a reference to Maui, a popular 
mythological hero from Maori and Polynesian culture. According to legend, he used a 
jawbone as a hook to catch the sun and slow down time (Leeming 2005). Roadhog carries this
hook regardless of which skin is equipped, as it is one of his primary abilities, but it is 
possible that the developers took inspiration from Maori myth when creating Roadhog.

6.3 Horizon Zero Dawn (Guerilla Games 2017)

Horizon Zero Dawn is a single player action adventure game developed by Guerrilla Games 
and published by Sony Computer Entertainment in 2017. The game is set in a post 
apocalyptic world inhabited by the remnants of humanity, but also by giant machines. The 
player takes the role of Aloy, a young woman who must set out to explore the world and 
uncover the mysteries of the past (Guerrilla Games 2017).

6.3.1 Aloy

Aloy is the main character of the game and the character the player controls. She is a young 
white woman who was cast out of her tribe as an infant due to not having a mother. At the 
start of the game, she enters a competition which allows her to rejoin the tribe again. The 
young men and women who succeed in this competition become braves, or warriors 
(Guerrilla Games 2017).

Throughout the game, several different outfits are available for Aloy. Each of these have their 
own effects, and many of them come from the different tribes in the game. However, this 
examination is focused on her Brave outfit, which is the one she obtains just before the 
competition. This outfit is very similar to her starting one, with the addition of her bracers and
her knee guards. This outfit is her standard one, and the most iconic one (Guerrilla Games 
2012).
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Fig 15. Aloy’s character model. Image source: Guerrilla Games 2015

Fig 16. Woman’s dress from the Walla Walla people, ca. 1860-1880. Image source:
National Museum of the American Indian, a n.d

Aloy’s clothes are mainly made from linen, leather and animal hides and pelts. Her necklaces 
are made from braided or coiled leather, with the exception of a cable which she has 
scavenged from the machines. Other pieces on her costume scavenged from the machines are 
her bracers and her knee guard (Guerrilla Games 2015).

Comparing Aloy’s clothes with traditional native American apparel, in figure sixteen, reveal a 
similarity in the use of materials, colors and style. Aloy’s clothes have been embroidered and 
fringed, which is common in native American clothing (National Museum of the American 
Indian n.d).
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Fig 17. Man’s leggings from the Nisga’a people, ca. 1880. Image source: National
Museum of the American Indian, b n.d

Figure seventeen shows a set of leggings from the Nisga’a people, similar to the leggings or 
leg warmers Aloy wears. The traditional leggings are made in hide, wool cloth and fur, and 
are adorned with porcupine quills and puffins beaks. Similarly, Aloy’s leggings are made of 
hide and fur, and are also adorned with trophies from her kills, although in this world they are 
machines rather than animals (National Museum of the American Indian, b n.d; Guerrilla 
Games 2015).
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7 Analysis

7.1 Analyzing the appropriation

Below follows an analysis of the appropriation found in the games. Each game is divided into 
one of the four categories as determined by Rogers (2006); cultural exchange, cultural 
dominance, cultural exploitation and transculturation. 

7.1.1 Cultural exchange

Far Cry 3, Overwatch and Horizon Zero Dawn are developed by companies based in the US 
and Europe. These developers have drawn inspiration from minority cultures in their games, 
while being part of majority cultures. 

This means that cultural exchange is impossible in these situations, because a fair exchange is 
only possible when the cultures are of roughly the same power. In order for an exchange to be 
equal, it must be voluntary, balanced and reciprocal (Rogers 2006).

7.1.2 Cultural dominance

This phenomenon is described as when a majority culture forces their values, ideas and 
traditions onto a minority culture, to the point where the minority culture has to adopt these to
be able to function in society. Essentially, this is the opposite of cultural exploitation, because 
of the power levels of the cultures taking and/or receiving elements from another culture. 

Far Cry 3 and Overwatch does not contain cultural dominance as the issue in these games is 
cultural exploitation, which is the opposite. The same can be said for Horizon Zero Dawn, 
where Aloy’s character design appears to be based on native American apparel. As this 
inspiration is taken from a minority culture rather than a majority culture, this is not cultural 
dominance. 

7.1.3 Cultural exploitation

Far Cry 3 is an example of cultural exploitation, that is, a majority culture which has taken 
elements from a minority culture and used these outside their original context without 
permission. The game appropriates Maori and Samoan culture on two layers. 

Firstly, Jason as a character appropriates Samoan or Maori culture and their tattoos. He is a 
white man who takes this tradition out of context and turns it into something which is 
essentially based on obtaining power and murdering pirates. He believes these tattoos give 
him the magical powers of the natives, which would otherwise be unobtainable to him as a 
white man. 

Secondly, the game developers and the game itself appropriate Samoan and Maori culture. 
The developers imply that these traditional tattoos contain some magical powers which can be
obtained by acquiring one of these tattoos. Instead of presenting Samoan and Maori cultures 
in a realistic and appropriate way, Far Cry 3 is filled with racist tropes and stereotypes. 
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Overwatch is another case of cultural exploitation, because Blizzard’s development team is 
part of a Western majority culture, who has taken elements from a minority culture without 
permission. 

Pharah is an Egyptian woman who does have skins inspired by Egyptian mythology, but she 
also has skins based on Pacific Northwest tribal cultures. Pharah’s mother is Egyptian as well,
but Blizzard have not explicitly stated where Pharah’s father comes from. Some fans believe 
him to be an aboriginal Canadian, which means Pharah would be of mixed cultural 
backgrounds. If this is the case, the skins Thunderbird and Raindancer are much less 
problematic, as they are based on a culture which Pharah belongs to.

A similar issue exists with Roadhog as well. Throughout the game as well as Blizzard’s 
comics and promotional material, Roadhog’s face is always hidden behind some kind of 
mask. This is part of his character and it is unlikely that his face will ever be revealed, but it 
makes determining his country of origin difficult. As previously mentioned, the game states 
that he is from Australia, but as this is close to New Zealand and the Pacific Islands, it is 
possible that he has roots in either or both of these areas. 

Another issue with Roadhog’s Islander skin is that his skin is a few shades darker than his Toa
skin, as well as his default one. This is an example of blackface, which is when a white person
uses makeup to appear non-white. This has historically been done in theater and movies, in 
which the blackface role is typically a comedic or unintelligent person, and is considered 
offensive (New Oxford American Dictionary 2010).

The issue with both Pharah and Roadhog is that Blizzard has not stated what their heritage is. 
It is possible that Pharah’s father is native American, and it is possible that Roadhog has 
Pacific Islander roots. However, until Blizzard explicitly confirms this, both Pharah’s 
Thunderbird and Raindancer skins, as well as Roadhog’s Toa and Islander skins, are 
appropriating Pacific northwest tribal cultures and Pacific Islander cultures respectively.

7.1.4 Transculturation

Far Cry 3 is not a case of transculturation as the developers very clearly take inspiration from 
Maori and Samoan cultures. This could only be transculturation if the source of the inspiration
came from many cultures, so that determining a definitive source would be impossible. Maori 
and Samoan people have different cultures, but they are similar in many ways and based on 
the comparison done in this thesis the developers have drawn inspiration from both these 
cultures.

The appropriation in Horizon Zero Dawn is less tangible than in Overwatch and Far Cry 3. 
Aloy’s clothes have only been compared to native American clothing in this study, and it is 
possible that comparing Aloy’s clothes with those of other cultures would reveal similarities 
to them. 

Horizon Zero Dawn may be another example of cultural exploitation, where a development 
team from a majority culture has taken elements from a minority culture. However, it may 
also be an example of transculturation, where the developers have drawn inspiration from 
more than one source, making it nearly impossible to determine a single culture of origin. 

Even if Aloy’s design is a case of transculturation, this still falls under the broader term of 
cultural appropriation, as the developers have appropriated at least one culture in designing 
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Aloy’s clothing. It could be argued that the use of for example hide and fur in the clothes are 
based on the available materials, as well as the climate and weather in the game world. The 
area where Aloy comes from is in the mountains and the pine forest, where it seems to often 
be cold and snowy. However, the embroidery, fringing and colors of Aloy’s clothes are still 
similar to Native American clothing. 

While the visual aspect of Aloy’s character design may be a case of transculturation, there are 
other elements of appropriation and cultural insensitivity in the game.  

The game world is referred to as a world in which society has fallen and the people have 
reverted back to their old, tribal ways. This wording is crucial, because it implies that no one 
in modern times live in tribes, which is untrue. According to the 2012 Census Brief on The 
American Indian and Alaska Native Population: 2010, 5.2 million people in the United States 
identified as American Indian and/or Alaskan Native (Lacina 2017; Norris et al. 2012).

The developers and the game itself uses words such as savage, tribal and primitive to describe
the people and culture in the game. These are words which are strongly tied to racism against 
native Americans. Native Americans throughout history have been victims of genocide, 
government persecution and race-based debasement, and words such as savage and primitive 
have been used to further these causes (End Genocide n.d; Aden 2013).

As previously mentioned, the main character Aloy enters a competition and becomes a brave, 
a warrior. The word brave is another example of language with connotations to racism against
native Americans. The term is most often associated with the Screaming Indian stereotype, the
image of a male native American with war paint on his face, a feather in his hair and his head 
tilted back in a scream (Aden 2012).

Referring to the people in Horizon Zero Dawn as braves or savages is culturally insensitive if 
Aloy’s outfit is indeed based on native American apparel. 

7.2 Interviews with the developers

Here interviews with the developers are examined to determine whether they recognize or 
appreciate the cultural sources of the elements used in their games. Recognizing or 
appreciating the cultural sources is an important element in avoiding cultural appropriation.

One of Far Cry 3’s authors, Jeffrey Yohalem, was interviewed by the gaming website Rock 
Paper Shotgun on the topics on racism, torture and satire in the game. He states that the game 
is the opposite of racism and the White Savior trope, because Jason is being used and 
upgraded by the natives rather than the other way around. Yohalem says that Far Cry 3 is the 
opposite of Avatar, referring to the 2009 movie directed by James Cameron, in which the 
White Savior trope is very prevalent (Walker 2012b).

In the article, Yohalem claims that Far Cry 3 is meant to be a satire of the first person shooter 
genre. He says that they took Far Cry 3 to such extreme levels that he is surprised that anyone 
would take it seriously. The player is taking on the role of Jason, who is a twenty five year old
man from Hollywood, and the ideas about him becoming a warrior and a leader of the tribe 
are in reality just fantasies made up by him. Yohalem says that there are dozens of clues to the
game being a satire, for example that the island is called Rook Island. Rook is a word meaning
to fraud someone, and Yohalem claims that everything happening on the island is a fraud 
(Walker 2012b).
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Yohalem also says that the natives on Rook Island did not really need Jason to save them, but 
instead just needed a warrior to fight for them. In one of the game’s endings, the tribe kills 
Jason after he has saved them from the pirates, and according to Yohalem this is supposed to 
underline that they never really needed him (Walker 2012b).

In this interview with Yohalem, he never mentions or references Maori or Samoan cultures as 
being the inspiration for Jason’s tattoos or the natives of Rook Island. None of the characters 
in the game tell the player that they are Maori or Samoan, rather, they are Rakyat, a southeast 
Asian word simply meaning people. It seems the developers based their game and its 
characters on Maori or Samoan cultures, but are reluctant to admit it and recognize these 
sources.

Overwatch is an attempt by Blizzard to be more diverse than other games in that genre. 
Kaplan, the game director and vice president of Blizzard Entertainment, has stated that they 
wanted Overwatch to be inclusive and open to everyone, and that the diversity is a by-product
of that (Kaplan 2017).

However, even if Overwatch does include more women and people of color than most games 
of the same genre, Blizzard’s representation of minorities is problematic.

Blizzard has not commented on the controversy surrounding Pharah and Roadhog specifically
in any of their interviews. However, Kaplan has stated that they were cautious about diversity 
and representation in the game. He says that they do not want to stick to stereotypes when 
creating characters, and that they do not want to make anyone uncomfortable. According to 
Kaplan, they no longer view cultural sensitivity as an obligation, but as an opportunity 
(Campbell 2017).

When it comes to Horizon Zero Dawn and the controversy surrounding the word brave, 
Guerrilla Games’ narrative director, John Gonzales, has responded to this criticism. He states 
that they researched different terms and decided that brave was not an offensive word. He 
says that they did not intend to be insensitive, or to offend (Diver 2017).

The issue is that Guerrilla Games, a team set in Europe, decided that the term they used was 
not offensive toward native Americans without consulting any native Americans. Gonzales 
stated that “It was a term that [we felt] was not derogatory, as we came across some terms that
were definitely slurs against Native Americans and other groups throughout history. And so, 
our decision was based on 'brave' not being a 'hot button' term.” (Diver 2017) 

This phrasing and the term ‘hot button’, an issue which causes people to feel strong emotions 
such as anger, implies that the developers are more interested in not offending someone than 
understanding why they might be offended.

Gonzales also said that Guerrilla Games did not look for inspiration from one particular group
of people, and instead looked at many tribal cultures around the world and throughout history 
(Driver 2017).

In contrast to this, Samrat Sharma from Guerrilla Games has stated that when creating the 
game and designing its characters, they did not want to take from any culture which has 
previously existed (Travis 2017).
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7.3 Responses from players

Below follows an examination of responses from players of the games. These responses 
reveal how players perceive cultural appropriation in games, which is an important part of 
understanding appropriation in games. According to Roland’s (1967) The Death of the Author,
the creator of a piece of media is redundant once the media has released to the public. Instead,
only the public’s interpretation of the media matters. 

7.3.1 Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft Montreal 2012)

Far Cry 3 has received some criticism for its racist undertones. Games journalist John Walker 
says that Jason becomes a warrior in order to save his friends, but he also becomes the leader 
of the natives and helps them reclaim their land from the pirates. This implies that the natives 
are incapable of doing so on their own, and plays into the White Savior trope. This trope 
essentially means that non-white people are not capable of solving their own problems, and 
that they always need saving (Edell 2016; Walker 2012a).

According to Walker (2012a) the game also implies that Jason can only become a warrior 
through the natives’ ancient mystical powers. He obtains these through a traditional Maori or 
Samoan tattoo. This is a trope called Noble Savage or Magical Negro, which insinuates that 
non-white characters possess a wisdom or magical insight from living a more simple life than 
a white man (Walker 2012a; Ubisoft Montreal 2012).

The White Savior trope is also pointed out by Dave Thier, who comments that the game 
contains a stereotypical group of natives who requires a white man to save them. He also 
points out that while all of the pirates are dark skinned and speak with African accents, the 
main villain and the leader of the pirates is white. This implies that while while the pirates are 
capable enough to kidnap and kill people, they still need a white man to lead them (Thier 
2012).

In response to Yohalem’s claim that the game was meant to be a satire, Walker argues that 
players are so used to first person shooters containing these tropes and exaggerated plots that 
Far Cry 3 hardly stands out from this. If developers want to do a game satirizing these typical 
power fantasies, they have to be more exaggerated and grotesque than the norm, and Far Cry 
3 does not manage this (Walker 2012b).

In the same article, Walker brings up Roland Barthes’ (1967) argument The Death of the 
Author, which essentially means that once a piece of media has been released to the public, 
the creator is rendered meaningless and the interpretation is up to the viewer. He wonders if 
most players experience the game as being racist, that Yohalem’s vision has not succeeded 
(Walker 2012b; Roland 1967).

A Kotaku article by Luke Plunkett comments on Yohalem’s interview, saying that if the 
audience does not understand the message, then the game and the story of the game has failed 
(Plunkett 2012).

7.3.2 Overwatch (Blizzard 2016)

The skins Thunderbird and Raindancer have received mixed responses from fans. A user on 
the forum reddit points out that all brown people are not interchangeable. Egyptian people and
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Native American people have widely different cultures. The user continues by saying that 
Native American regalia is hand made and that every bead, feather and pattern means 
something different to different people. These outfits are earned and put together over long 
periods of time and only worn for special occasions or ceremonies (Alonquin113 2016).

They mention that outsiders often argue that Native Americans should want their culture to be
spread, but the user counters this by pointing out that this often benefits everyone except 
Native Americans. The user finishes by saying that they think the skin is beautiful, but that it 
would be better on a character which Blizzard has explicitly stated is Native American 
(Alonquin113 2016).

On the GameFAQs’ website forums, another user has expressed their dislike of the 
Thunderbird skin. They mention that other people only seem to view Native Americans as 
something from fairy tales or mythology (Goldenrodradio 2016a).

The same user made a new post several months later, complimenting Blizzard for making the 
Thunderbird skin not racist anymore. They say that the Overwatch comic Reflections implies 
that Pharah is half aboriginal, as her father is implied to be Native Canadian, and that it makes
sense for her to wear the Thunderbird outfit (Goldenrodradio 2016b).

This may be an example of the developers listening to feedback from the community and 
changing the game and its lore accordingly. It is also possible that this was planned from the 
beginning, and that future information will reveal that Pharah is in fact part native American.

A user on the blog platform Tumblr wrote a post concerning Pharah’s Thunderbird and 
Raindancer skins. This user says that these skins are clearly based on Pacific Northwest tribal 
cultures, and that they adore these skins. The user writes that the Eyak tribe is becoming more
and more scattered, and that there are less than 500 of them still remaining. They urge people 
to appropriate Eyak culture, because it is the only way it will survive. The user writes that 
Overwatch is a huge game, which will live on for years if not decades (Castleships 2016).

The Anubis and Jackal skins have not been criticized by fans the same way as some of the 
other skins. The reason is partly because they are based on Egyptian mythology, and Pharah 
originates from Egypt. Another reason why these skins are generally more accepted is because
Egyptian mythology is not a religion which is still practiced today, unlike for example 
Christianity or Islam (U.S. Department of State 2004).

7.3.3 Horizon Zero Dawn (Guerilla Games 2017)

The game’s developers have both stated that they did not take inspiration from any cultures 
which has existed, and that they looked at several cultures for inspiration (Travis 2017; Driver
2017).

Despite this, some fans make connections to real life cultures, including native Americans and
Scandinavian vikings. Knudsen (2017) points out the similarities between Aloy and her tribe, 
and native Americans. Some examples in character design are the beads, the woven trinkets 
and the colorful clothes created from fur and leather. 

Lacina (2017) wrote an article concerning the language used in Horizon Zero Dawn and by its
developers. She specifically pointed out the words tribal, primitive, braves and savages, and 
talked about the words’ historical use. In her article, Lacina also mentions how the game is 
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described, as “a world where life has seemingly reverted to the tribal-like ways of the past”, 
which ignores the people who identify as native American and live in tribes today.

In response to Lacina, a man on tumblr made a post on his opinion on the issue. He begins by 
stating that he is a native American man who has fought racism and stereotypes for as long as 
he can remember. In his post, he says that Lacina’s issues with the game seem to come from a 
belief that the numerous aspects of tribal culture which appears in the game are based entirely 
on native American cultures. These aspects are for example making clothes from hide and fur,
and hunting with spears and bows. He states that there is no reason to get offended when 
seeing clothes made of skins or people hunting with bows in a game because those things 
have been present in numerous cultures across the world (Sixeightsuited 2017).

7.4 Comparing the games

Far Cry 3 is a clear example of cultural appropriation and cultural exploitation in games. The 
game developers have appropriated Maori and Samoan culture when designing Jason Brody, 
the main character, as they have given him Samoan tattoos. Jason himself also appropriates 
Maori and Samoan culture, as he is a white man who attempts to adopt their cultures because 
he believes this will give him some kind of mystical power otherwise unobtainable to him as a
white man. 

Despite the game’s author Jeffrey Yohalem’s statement that the game is meant to be satirical 
and not racist, few players seem to view it this way, as Far Cry 3 hardly stands out from the 
norm of first person shooters. 

The game also contains traces of cultural dominance, as the natives on the island wear 
Western style clothes. 

In contrast to Far Cry 3, Overwatch is a more ambiguous example of appropriation. Pharah, 
who is Egyptian, has two skins based on Pacific Northwest tribal cultures. However, it is 
possible that her father is of native American heritage, which would mean that Pharah is a part
of this culture as well. This would make her skins Thunderbird and Raindancer acceptable, as 
she would be dressed according to her heritage. Roadhog is from Australia, but has skins 
based on Pacific Islander and Maori culture. His face is always hidden and despite his real 
name, Mako, it is impossible to determine whether he has roots in Pacific Islander or Maori 
people. 

Unless Blizzard explicitly states that Pharah’s father is native American, and that Roadhog is 
of Pacific Islander and/or Maori descent, these are both cases of cultural appropriation. More 
specifically, this is cultural exploitation, as Blizzard is a Western development team part of a 
majority culture, who has taken elements from minority cultures. 

Lastly, Horizon Zero Dawn may be appropriating native American cultures, as comparing 
Aloy’s clothes with those of native Americans reveal some similarities. However, it is also 
possible that the developers took inspiration from more than one tribal culture, and/or that the 
similarities to native American apparel is coincidental. Despite the developers’ statements that
they looked to more than one culture for inspiration, players have seen similarities between 
Aloy’s design and native Americans. 

Horizon Zero Dawn can either fall under cultural exploitation or transculturation, but as this is
still appropriation, as these are subcategories of cultural appropriation.
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Young (2005) argues that to determine whether a work of art is offensive, one must first 
determine whether this work of art has any social value. As both Far Cry 3, Overwatch and 
Horizon Zero Dawn are published games which have been played by countless of people, they
have a social value. This means that the appropriation in these games is real and matters, as 
these games have the potential to influence the way their players think and behave.
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8 Reflections

The purpose of this thesis is to examine how minority cultures are appropriated through 
character design in games. This is a broad question, especially considering it technically 
applies to all games throughout history. However, this thesis only looks at three games 
released during the past five years. 

It is impossible to arrive at a definitive answer to this question by simply looking at three 
games from the past five years. However, it is possible to gain an understanding of what 
cultural appropriation looks like in AAA games today. As previously mentioned, studies of 
older games have been conducted, and by comparing these studies to this thesis it is possible 
to gain an understanding of how appropriation in games has changed from then to now 
(Leonard 2006).

This thesis mainly looks at the visual aspect of character design, including clothing, hairstyles
and tattoos/makeup, however, these are not the only aspects of character design. This design 
also includes things such as languages, personality and background, which are perhaps even 
more important than the visual aspect in creating a character who feels alive and real. 

If a character is wearing stereotypical clothing appropriating a minority culture, but they and 
their story are realistic and true to the culture, this might diminish the offense caused by the 
clothing. Similarly, if a character is wearing non-appropriated clothes based on a minority 
culture, but behaves in a stereotypical or harmful way, the clothes might diminish the offense 
caused by the character’s behavior. 

Cultural appropriation is a subjective matter, as it is about culture, traditions and heritage, 
which are often very personal subjects. As mentioned by Young (2005), if an act of 
appropriation is considered offensive by a small number of people but widely tolerated, this 
act can in most cases be tolerated. However, if an act of appropriation is not tolerated within a
minority culture, but tolerated by people outside this culture, the voices of the appropriated 
minority weigh heavier. 

As in the example of Pharah’s Thunderbird and Raindancer skins, some native Americans 
consider these to be examples of cultural appropriation, while others approve of the skins and 
are glad they exist. 

In cases such as these, one cannot view cultural appropriation in terms of black and white. 
Cultural appropriation is a spectrum, as pointed out by Rogers (2006), and includes cultural 
exchange, cultural dominance, cultural exploitation and transculturation. Sometimes the lines 
between these categories are blurred, and sometimes these categories are non-applicable. 

When it comes to Aloy’s clothing in Horizon Zero Dawn, this thesis only compares them to 
native American clothes. Fans have pointed out similarities between Aloy’s clothes and those 
of Scandinavian vikings, however, this thesis did not look at that culture because it no longer 
exists. Only cultures which are alive and practiced today can be appropriated. It is still 
possible for vikings in media to be historically inaccurate, but this is not the same as the 
culture being appropriated. 

The scope of this thesis does not include interviews with game developers, as there was not 
enough time to plan and conduct these interviews.

However, in order to continue the debate on cultural appropriation, spread knowledge on the 
issue and avoid future appropriation, it is important that developers discuss these issues 
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publicly. This is especially true for developers of AAA game, as these games are played by a 
lot of people, and thus these games affect the most people. 

An example of a AAA game which has approached cultural appropriation in a more sensitive 
way is Assassin’s Creed III (Ubisoft Montreal 2012). The main character of this game is a 
man whose mother is native American, and during the development of the game Ubisoft 
brought in an adviser from a native American cultural center (Sinclair 2012).

This is a good way of avoiding cultural appropriation as it involves actually talking to people 
from the culture the developers want to represent, rather than just reading about it. However, 
as culture is a personal matter, it is possible that different people from the same culture feels 
differently about appropriation. Again, Pharah from Overwatch is a good example, as some 
native Americans like her skins, and others do not.
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9 Conclusion

Gaming is a popular hobby enjoyed by people of various ages around the world. Like any 
other media, games have the ability to influence the way people think and act through their 
stories and messages. 

Cultural appropriation is a phenomenon which is common in games. This is when a majority 
culture takes elements from a minority culture without permission and uses these elements 
outside their original context. This cultural appropriation lead to stereotypes and false 
information about minority cultures, which can lead to audiences being unable to distinguish 
these from true information in real life. The worst case scenario when an item is appropriated 
is that the cultural value of that item becomes lost forever as the item becomes generic. 

This thesis looks at the appropriation found in the character design in Far Cry 3 (Ubisoft 
Montreal 2012), Overwatch (Blizzard 2016) and Horizon Zero Dawn (Guerrilla Games 2017).

Far Cry 3 appropriates Maori and Samoan cultures, as the main character Jason Brody adorns 
himself with their traditional tattoos in an attempt to gain access to the Maori and Samoan 
peoples’ mystical powers. The game’s author, Jeffrey Yohalem, has stated that the game is 
meant to be a satire of similar first person shooter games, but players and journalists criticize 
this as this is unclear. 

Examining Overwatch reveals a more ambiguous case of cultural appropriation, as the 
characters Pharah and Roadhog wear outfits inspired by traditional native American and 
Maori clothing respectively. However, it is possible that Pharah is of native American descent,
and that Roadhog has roots in New Zealand and/or the Pacific Islands. As long as the 
developers do not explicitly state the character’s heritage, these are both cases of cultural 
appropriation. 

In Horizon Zero Dawn, the main character Aloy’s clothes appear to be at least partially based 
on native American clothing. However, the game developers have both stated that the clothing
is not based on any culture which has historically existed, and that they looked to several 
different cultures for inspiration. In either case, players and journalists have pointed out 
similarities between Aloy’s clothes, and those of native Americans. Horizon Zero Dawn may 
be a case of cultural exploitation, but it may also be a case of transculturation. 

As popular AAA games, Far Cry 3, Overwatch and Horizon Zero Dawn all have a social 
value and the potential to influence the way the players think and feel about the world, which 
is why the cultural appropriation in these games matter. 

There are always more games to study through the lens of cultural appropriation. The focus in
this work is to look at AAA games which were developed by game designers from majority 
cultures, but future work can include independent developer games and/or games made by 
designers from minority cultures. Focus can also be to investigate cultural dominance in 
games developed in minority cultures or games whose developers have thoroughly 
investigated the culture they are representing, for example Assassin’s Creed III. Another focal 
point can be to compare cultural appropriation in games today with appropriation in games 
from ten or more years ago.
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